
Important notice: 
All the information above is based on our empirical values.  
Please test the use of our product yourself to determine whether it is suitable 
for your intended application. All matters related to the warranty and liability 
for this product are governed by our general selling terms and conditions,  
unless otherwise specified by applicable legal regulations. 

How to find us: 
Menzerna Polishing Compounds GmbH &Co KG 

Industriestr. 25, D-76470 Ötigheim 
Tel.: +49-7222-9157-0 
office@menzerna.com 

15.10.18 - Copyright menzerna polishing compounds GmbH & CO KG – Entire, partially or in extracts use of this data is not permitted without agreement. 

Product Description 

MZ Wash removes dirt without leaving residue and prepares the surface for polishing. The pleasant odor and 
intense foam formation make MZ Wash convenient to use. MZ Wash is also officially approved for oil 
separators by DEKRA. 

Chemical information: 

Accessory Density:  1,0 kg/l 

Universal 

General information: 

Product Group: 

Application:  

Storage: 5 - 30°C, avoid frost Technical information: 

and direct sunlight Polishing tool: car-washing glove 

Colour: Pink 

Volumes: 1l: 26932.099.001 

Recommended Usage 
1. We recommend using two buckets when handwashing your car. Fill the first bucket with clear water. Fill the

second bucket with 10 l of water and mix with 80 ml shampoo.

2. Dip the car-washing glove into the bucket with the water/shampoo mixture.

3. Start handwashing at the highest point on the vehicle. We recommend that you avoid circular motions

(swirls), but that you wash the car using straight movements instead. Exert gentle pressure in the process.

4. Regularly dip the glove in the bucket filled with clear water, cleaning it and wringing it out each time.

Please note: dirt particles on the glove may cause scratches (so clean the glove thoroughly).

5. Wash the entire car in the manner described above before rinsing it thoroughly with clear water and

(if necessary) drying it.

Menzerna Accessory Program 

Control Cleaner Endless Shine Metal Polish Premium Stützteller 

Polish Supervision Spray Quick Detailing Spray Universal Polishing Cream For Premium Pads 

Heavy Cut Foam Pad Medium Cut Foam Pad Soft Cut Foam Pad Wax Foam Pad 

Hard Pad Medium-hard Pad Soft Pad Very soft Pad 

Liquid Matt Solid Grit MZ Wash 

Fluid Sanding Cream Sanding Block Set Premium Car Shampoo 

Technical Datasheet 

MZ Wash 
- Premium Car Shampoo -


